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Sony is a brand thatâ€™s known to keep up with the new developments on the technological front and
come up with the technically advanced products. Sony VAIO C Series laptop goes well with the
userâ€™s expectations with its sleek design and steady performance.

Sony VAIO C is a smart machine hosting an Intel Core 2 Duo processor for faster processing. 13.3"
widescreen display forms crystal clear image for a comfortable viewing. The laptop has shining
chassis with different colors to choose from. The price range starts at about $1,099. The features
sound more or less like the Apple MacBook, ostensibly, this is the Sonyâ€™s attempt to grab the market
of portable notebook with VAIO C series. Sony VAIO C is available in various configurations and
colors. The configuration of the system can be done online at SonyStyle.com or through stock
configuration. There is also a free offer from the company where a 60 character engraving can be
done on the top left of the screen. To keep it brief, Sony VAIO C has attractive looks with a
multitude of color options. It has a fast Core 2 Duo processor along with base 1GB of RAM amount
resulting in excellent performance. The laptop comes with an ability to read every type of media
cards, though with the use of two media card slots. In addition to good looks and smart functioning,
Sony VAIO C brings the trust of Sony the pioneer brand in laptops.

While facing any complications with Sony VAIO C, Sony Support can be contacted at any time of
the day. The company offers advanced technical support to combat different situations like that of
virus inflictions, slow speed, compatibility issues, configuring the software or peripherals etc. The
experts are well-trained and follow a step-by-step procedure to get to the core of a problem. The
resolution comes within few minutes of calling the tech support except for the major issues. The
technology of using remote desktop in troubleshooting is a common practice these days. With
instant access to the affected computer and timely services, lots of time and efforts can be saved.
Safety of the laptop is assured as the technicians are experienced and well-versed with the
troubleshooting process. Through Sony Help, the user can stay assured about getting a reliable and
timely assistance. It could be just about anything, installing a software, removing a program from the
laptop, up grading the system, configuring the set up or even getting suggestions about keeping the
computer safe, online technical support has it all ready for you. Besides, there are also third party
organizations that offer the same services leaving the user with more choices. Maintaining your
Sony VAIO C could never be this easy with online technical support at your doorstep.
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